SOCIETIES FINISH NOTABLE SEASON

Classes, Activities, Clubs and Professionals All Benefit

BIG ADVANCES MADE

Union Opened, Point System Made Night Before Abolished, All in One Year

The season of 1908-09 has been a notable athletic sport regardless stating that men holding 10 points or accepted athletics from the rulings bye announced that no man should hold posi-
tioned to each position, and it was an-
Values of early less unless backed by the classes and
general opinion seemed to be that
tain offices was changed where the gen-
it brought them; also the value of cer-
less in societies might engage in an
the most
The flag rushes of previous seasons had
given up a chance to show class spirit,
had become dangerous to the contest-
lums to the scene that the occasions
The locality and school clubs have
thrust two weeks ago.

The "activity" stage to have passed through a succession. The
Show, "That Pill Grimm by Sidney A. Malcom 1909, was welcemed at
every one of its five performances, and
was considered notable book both
and lyrics. Technique 1910 in a good
势头 at the time of thunol, and, phring the reseerence to Webster's Unabridged Dictionary, its ite-
was a feat which inspired all the
to set in previous years. The de-
ted its guests, and the val Clubs
May 21, by President C. B. Breed 1897

STEIN-BLOCH CLOTHES

FOR THE COLLEGE MAN

WE SELL THE FAMOUS

BECAUSE WE BELIEVE THERE ARE NO OTHER CLOTHES SO GOOD
OR SO STYLISH, OR SO FITTING. W KNOW WHAT YOU WANT,

clothes that are built for you one...

WE HAVE THEM FOR

you, built by STEIN-BLOCH, the highest grade tailors in
this country. The suits are not uncle's or father's style,

but yours, and they express just that air of smartness that
appeals to you. We do not hesitate to say that, no
matter who your tailor may be; these clothes, dollar for
dollar, will stand you in better stead, and make you
better satisfied than you ever were before.

STEIN- BLOCH

CO.

WASHINGTON AND ESSEX STREETS, BOSTON, MASS.